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1  Disconnect/Restore 
Bluetooth

Pohopa speakers have one year warranty, for tech support and customer services, or any 
questions in the use, please don't hesitate to contact us with your Amazon order number via 
our customer support email address below, we will response within 12 hours.
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  Parameter

Music selection and volume adjustment ⑧ Main speaker and Secondary speaker reconnecting

Best stereo sound effect

EF-B210G(STEREO PAIRING)

1st 2nd

1st, Turn on both Main and Secondary speakers, they will be entering pairing status, you will hear voice：
       "Power on" - "Searching" - "Pairing connecting". You will see the LED indicator on Main speaker 
       blinks in Blue, on Secondary speaker stays in Green, which means they are alreay paired.

2nd, When Main and Secondary speakers are paired, turn on the Bluetooth function on your Bluetooth 
       device and search for EF-B210G(STEREO PAIRING). When found, select and pair. After hearing the 
       voice "Bluetooth connected", music is ready to play from both speakers.

1. To prevent battery life decrease, please disconnect power cord to speakers when fully charged, do not 
    leave speakers plugged in all day long. Also, remember to turn off speakers when not in use. 
2. The speaker EF-B210G(STEREO PAIRING) will be saved into the previous Bluetooth device it paired 
    with for instant music playback. If you want the speaker connected to other Bluetooth devices, you will   
    need to disconnect or choose "Forget This Device" from that previous device first. 
3. When connecting, be close to the Main speaker for faster connection. At this time you can test how far 
    your Bluetooth devices can be from the speaker(Main).
4. If there is sound cutting out/breaking out or Bluetooth connection malfunction. Or the speaker auto 
    powers off, please recharge the speakers, then restart them, they will work perfectly again.
5. The Main speaker and Secondary speaker are attached to each other when paired. You can gain control 
    the power off, LED lights on/off for both speakers just through one speaker. This feature also makes it 
    that during the process of music playing, if one speaker is powered off, the other one will shut down too, 
    even if it still has power left. This doesn't mean the speaker can't hold a charge or the battery damaged. 
    We recommend charging both speakers when your speakers have low battery.

speakers and let them auto pair first, 
then connect EF-B210G(STEREO 
PAIRING) to your Bluetooth device.

Kind reminder for your Pohopa EF-B210G(STEREO PAIRING) speakers    IMPORTANT! ! !

INDOOR/OUTDOOR BLUETOOTH SPEAKERS

QUICK QUIDE

What's in the box

model name: EF-B210G

(also functioned as Play/Pause when the speaker is turned on)

Just keep the distance between the Main speaker and Secondary speaker within 
20ft; and the distance between speakers and listeners within 33ft. It is best to form 
an equilateral triangle between the three.

Best solution to enjoy stereo sound effect: 

<

<20ft

33ft

+

Bluetooth Distance(distance between Main speaker and Bluetooth device): 33ft(max)
Pairing Distance(distance between Main speaker and Secondary speaker): 66ft(max)

If there is sound cutting out/breaking out due to the distance, please 
turn off both speakers and then turn on them again.

Reminder:

Please note that outdoor use distance may be shortened due to signal interference, which is normal. 

For LED lights, we currently have two versions.
White lights only

Labeled as

For White lights, the LED lights 
function can be easily accessed by 
pressing the LED light control button 
to control it ON/OFF.

For White&Colored lights, press the LED 
lights control buttom to switch the color.

  The colored lights feature can only be activited when 
  the speakers are playing music plus the volume of 
  the music resource has to be up to 30% at least. 
  The stronger the beat of the music, the better the 
  effect of the sound responsive colored lights.

Labeled as

White&Colored lights
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In any state, including the shutdown, you only need to use the micro usb charging cable to 
connect the speakers and your phone charger. The speaker is charging with the red light on, 
fully charged with red light off.

If you turn on one speaker only(the Secondary speaker) and get it connected with your 
device, then you turn on the Main speaker. This way you will see two Bluetooth names: 
EF-B210G(STEREO PAIRING) and EF-B210G(SECONDARY SPEAKER), you will 
find two speakers won't be able to auto pair. This can be fixed when you restart both 
speakers, they will auto pair with each other again within 5 seconds with flashing blue 
light on main speaker, solid green light on secondary speaker and sync up. 

Usually you will not see "EF-B210G(SECONDARY SPEAKER)" because it was hidden 
as long as you don't turn on the Secondary speaker first and get it connected with Bluetooth. 
To aviod Bluetooth confusion, we recommend ignoring "EF-B210G(SECONDARY 
SPEAKER)" after two speaker are reconnected by selecting "Forget This Device" —
EF-B210G (STEREO PAIRING) from the Bluetooth list of your device.

To prevent battery damage, please do not leave 
the speakers plugged in all day long, or the battery 
will get damaged gradually, this is a feature of 

rechargeable battery, not just our speakers, same goes to all 
the electronic products with rechargeable battery. 

charge 
supports continuous music streaming up to 15 hours. You can 
charge speakers when you don’t use them, just remember to 
pull off the charging cord.

Actually, with 4400mah battery capacity, one single full 

  IMPORTANT！！！
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This equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a Class 

B digital device, pursuant to part 15 of the FCC Rules. These limits are 

designed to provide reasonable protection against harmful interference in a 

residential installation. This equipment generates, uses and can radiate radio 

frequency energy and, if not installed and used in accordance with the 

instructions, may cause harmful interference to radio communications. 

However, there is no guarantee that interference will not occur in a particular 

installation. If this equipment does cause harmful interference to radio or 

television reception, which can be determined by turning the equipment off and 

on, the user is encouraged to try to correct the interference by one or more of 

the following measures: 

• Reorient or relocate the receiving antenna. 

• Increase the separation between the equipment and receiver. 

• Connect the equipment into an outlet on a circuit different from that to which 

the receiver is connected. 

• Consult the dealer or an experienced radio/TV technician for help. 

 

Caution: Any changes or modifications to this device not explicitly approved 

by manufacturer could void your authority to operate this equipment. 

 

This device complies with part 15 of the FCC Rules. Operation is subject to the 

following two conditions: (1) This device may not cause harmful interference, 

and (2) this device must accept any interference received, including 

interference that may cause undesired operation. 

 

The device has been evaluated to meet general RF exposure requirement. 


